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Edith Schiller
Edith Schiller currently runs her own Advisory company, Schiller Consult,
focusing on private Equity, Finance and Investment Advisory for Institutional
Clients, including Insurances and pension funds with a strong emphasis on
sustainable investments.
As former Group Treasurer for ÖBB Holding AG, she was responsible for all
Funding, liquidity issues and as one of the biggest austrian issuers also for the
Capital Market activities of the group as well as for the allocation of the groups
pension contributions.
Based on a long experience in portfolio management and as former Head of
Alternative Investments at Raiffeisen Bank international, she has acquired a
profound knowledge in Asset Management and is an experienced banker with a
long track record in Credit and Capital Markets.
As Head of the Financial market stability department at the Austrian Ministry of
Finance she has proven experience in implementing processes and measures
during the financial crisis 2008 and thus is familiar also with market adverse
environments. She has represented the Austrian Ministry of Finance in European
working groups as „Crisis Managment“ or the „Vienna Initiative“ .
Edith held various functions within supervisory boards (Österreichische
Bundespensionskasse, Austria’s public pension fund for civil servants and
government employees;
Board of Directors of Eurofima, Bale;
and
Gemeinwohlbank, the first Austrian cooperative green bank under construction)
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and is lecturing the topic „supervisory board management“ at
academy of the Vienna University of Economics.

the executive

Edith Schiller graduated from the University of Economics and Business in Vienna
with a Master’s degree and has acquired a postgrade MBA in Merger &
Acquisitions at the Vienna University of Technology.
With her broad backgroud, being familiar with the issues of Pension funds and a
good comprehension of regulatory, resolution and supervisory issues Edith is
glad to contribute to EIOPAs objectives and goals.
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